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Abstract.
In some applications, especially spectrometric ones, curve
classifiers achieve better performances if they work on the m-order derivatives of their inputs. This paper proposes a smoothing spline based approach that give a strong theoretical background to this common practice.

1

Introduction

Spectrometric data are one particular case of functional data [11]: while each
spectrum could be considered as a high dimensional vector, it has been shown
that in some situations, a more appropriate model is to view it as a sampled
function [1, 9]. One of the first benefits of this functional approach was to solve
the difficulties faced by linear methods when confronted to the highly correlated
variables resulting from a fine grid sampling of smooth functions (see [11] for a
comprehensive presentation of linear methods for functional data).
On a theoretical point of view, Functional Data Analysis (FDA) departs from
standard multivariate data analysis in one crucial point: the real data are not
the finite dimensional vector representations but the underlying functions. For
instance, in the particular case of spectral data, FDA focuses on the underlying
spectra, not on their sampling via the spectrometer. As a consequence, standard
multivariate consistency theorems cannot be directly applied to FDA. While the
functional approach works quite well in practice (see, e.g., [7, 13]), empirical
evidences of success are not sufficient to guarantee its soundness.
Several recent works tackle this problem, mainly by proving that some algorithms are consistent in the sense that they asymptotically estimate E (Y |X)
(where X and Y are respectively a functional valued and a real valued random
variable) from a learning set, or that they reach the Bayes risk in the limit. A
comprehensive presentation of the capabilities of non parametric kernel based
regression estimators for functional predictors can be found in [8]. In the case
of classification, recent results include [4] that proposes a universal consistency
result for k-nearest neighbors classifier and [14] which extends those results to
Support Vector Machine (SVM). However, none of those consistency results
covers some important aspects of the FDA methodology, namely the use of
functional pre-processing. In spectrometric applications that deal with smooth
spectra (e.g., near infrared spectroscopy), it is quite common, for instance, to
replace functions by their first or second derivatives, as this allows to focus on
curvature rather than on the actual values taken by the functions. This improves
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prediction performances in certain situations (see e.g. [7, 13, 14]). Another limitation is that most of the theoretical results assume perfect knowledge of the
observed curves and do not take into account sampling (see [12, 2] for examples
of results on sampled functions).
This paper addresses both limitations via smooth spline representations of
the sampled functions. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the general setting and outlines the proposed solution. Section
3 gives details about smoothing splines while Section 4 gives the main consistency result.

2

Setup and notation

We consider a binary classification problem1 given by the pair of random variables (X, Y ), where X takes values in a functional space X , and Y in {−1, 1}. A
learning set Sn,d is constructed via n i.i.d. copies of (X, Y ), the {(Xi , Yi )}ni=1 and
|τd |
via a non-random sampling grid2 of finite length |τd |, τd = (tl )l=1
. It consists in
T
τd
τd
|τd |
the n pairs (Xi , Yi ), where Xi = Xi (t1 ), . . . , Xi t|τd |
∈ R . From Sn,τd ,
one builds a classifier φn,τd whose mis-classification probability is given by
L(φn,τd ) = P (φn,τd (X τd ) 6= Y |Sn,τd ) .
The classifier is consistent if L(φn,τd ) asymptotically reaches the Bayes risk for
the original functional problem
L∗ =

inf

φ: X →{−1,1}

P (φ(X) 6= Y ).

Obviously, one cannot hope to find a consistent classifier without some regularity
assumptions on the functions. Indeed if X takes arbitrary values in L2 ([0, 1])
then the actual value of X(tl ) is not precisely defined. To solve this problem,
[12] works on continuous functions while [2] uses more technical but related
regularity assumptions.
The present paper targets situations in which the derivatives of the functions
convey more information than the functions themselves. It is therefore natural to
assume that the functional space X contains only differentiable functions. More
precisely, for m > 23 , X is the Sobolev space Hm of functions from L2 ([0, 1]) for
which Dj h exists in the weak sense for all j ≤ m and such that Dm h ∈ L2 ([0, 1]),
where Dj h is the j-order derivative of h (also denoted h(j) ). Any real interval
can be used instead of [0, 1].
The method proposed in this paper relies on smoothing spline representations
of the unobserved functions. More precisely, let us consider x ∈ Hm sampled on
the aforementioned grid. A smoothing spline estimate of x is the solution of
Z 1
|τd |
1 X
2
x
bλ,τd = arg minm
(x(tl ) − h(tl )) + λ
(h(m) (t))2 dt,
(1)
h∈H |τd |
0
l=1

1 extensions

to more than two classes and to regression are straightforward.
2 the sampling points depend on d and should therefore be denoted td , but this would clutter
l
the notations.
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where λ > 0 is a regularization parameter that balances interpolation errors and
smoothness (measured by the L2 norm of the m-order derivative of the estimate).
The goal of this paper is to show that, under reasonable hypothesis, a classifier
(m)
built on x
bλ,τd is a consistent classifier. The proof is based on two steps. The
first step constructs an inner product in R|τd | which can be used to approximate
(m)
inner products performed on x
bλ,τd using the sampled function only. The second
bλ,τ , Y ) converges to the Bayes
step shows that the Bayes risk associated to (X
d
b
risk of the original pair (X, Y ), where Xλ,τd is the solution of equation (1) for
T
the sampled function X τd = X(t1 ), . . . , X(t|τd | ) .
Those results stand as a consequence of several major properties of the
smoothing splines: they asymptotically estimate the underlying function that
generates the sampled curve, there is a one-to-one mapping between x
bλ,τd and
x = (x(t1 ), . . . , x(t|τd | ))T and the L2 -norm of the derivatives of x
bλ,τd can be
deduced from the norm of x.

3
3.1

Smoothing splines and differentiation kernels
RKHS and smoothing splines
(m)

As the goal is to work on x
bλ,τd , it might seem natural to consider Hm with the
R1
metric induced by the inner product (u, v) 7→ 0 u(m) (t)v (m) (t)dt. However, a
slightly different structure is needed to ensure consistency. It is obtained by
decomposing Hm into Hm = H0m ⊕ H1m [10], where H0m = Ker Dm = Pm−1 (the
space of polynomial functions of degree less or equal to m − 1) and H1m is an
infinite dimensional subspace of Hm defined via m boundary conditions. The
boundary conditions are given by a full rank linear operator from Hm to Rm ,
m−1
denoted B = (B j )m
= {0}. Then,
j=1 , such that Ker B ∩ P
hu, vim
1

m

m

= hD u, D viL2 =

Z

1

u(m) (t)v (m) (t)dt

0

Pm
j
j
is an inner product on H1m . Moreover, hu, vim
0 =
j=1 B uB v is an inner
m
m
product on H0 . Then a combined inner product on H is given by
hu, viHm =

Z

1

u(m) (t)v (m) (t)dt +

0

m
X

B j uB j v.

(2)

j=1

Equipped with h., .iHm , Hm is a Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS,
see e.g. [3]). The metric induced by h., .iHm consists in comparing functions
based almost only on their m-order derivatives, up to a correction based on
the boundary conditions. The most classical boundary conditions are given by
B j h = h(j) (0), 0 ≤ j ≤ m − 1, but others can be used [3] depending on the
application.
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3.2

Splines and sampled functions

Now, we need to link hb
uλ,τd , vbλ,τd iHm with u = (u(t1 ), . . . , u(t|τd | ))T and v =
T
(v(t1 ), . . . , v(t|τd | )) . This can be done via a theorem from [10]. Compatibility
|τd |
assumptions between the sampling grid τd = (tl )l=1
and the boundary conditions
operator B are needed:
|τ |

d
Assumption 1. The sampling grid τd = (tl )l=1
is such that:

1. |τd | ≥ m − 1
2. sampling points are distinct with 0 ≤ t1 < · · · < t|τd | ≤ 1
3. the m boundary conditions B j are linearly independent from the |τd | linear
forms h 7→ h(tl ), for l = 1, . . . , |τd | (defined on Hm )
Then, using a theorem from [10], one can show3 the following corollary:
Corollary 1. Under Assumption 1 there is a one-to-one bi-continuous mapping
between u and u
bλ,τd . In addition, there is a symmetric and positive definite matrix Mτd such that for any u = (u(t1 ), . . . , u(t|τd | ))T and v = (v(t1 ), . . . , v(t|τd | ))T
in R|τd | ,
hb
uλ,τd , vbλ,τd iHm = uT Mτd v.
(3)
This corollary defines an inner product on Rd which is equivalent to the one
chosen on h., .iHm . It is therefore possible to work implicitly on the m-order
derivatives of the spline representation of sampled functions only by replacing
the canonical Euclidean inner product by the one associated to Mτd . In practice,
this is done simply by multiplying the sampled functions by Qτd , the Cholesky
decomposition of Mτd (QTτd Qτd = Mτd ) prior to submitting the obtained vectors
to any consistent classification method (see Section 4.3).

4

Consistency

4.1

Spline approximation

From the sampled random function X(t1 ), . . . , X(t|τd | ), one can reconstruct at
bλ,τ . To ensure consistency, X
bλ,τ must be showed to converge to X. This
best X
d
d
problem has been studied extensively (see, e.g., [5]). Convergence is linked to a
well chosen sampling grid, as a badly designed one would not convey in x enough
information to recover x. As general hypothesis on the sampling grids are very
technical, we limit ourselves in the present paper to a simple particular case:
|τ |

d
Assumption 2. For each d, the sampling grid τd = (tl )l=1
is uniformly spaced.

Then we have:
3 Proofs

are omitted dues to space constraints.
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Theorem 1 ([5]). Under Assumption 2, for λ|τd | = O |τd |−2m/(2m+1) ,


kb
xλ|τd | ,τd − xk2L2 = O |τd |−2m/(2m+1) .
Similar results are also available for the derivatives up to order m (included).
4.2

Conditional expectation approximation

Theorem 1 can be used to relate the Bayes risk for the classification problem
bλ ,τ , Y ) when |τd | goes to infinity, i.e. L∗ to
(X, Y ) to the one for (X
τd d
L∗Hm ,τd =

inf

φ: Hm →{−1,1}

We have the following corollary:

bλ ,τ ) 6= Y ).
P (φ(X
τd d

Corollary 2. Under Assumptions 1 and 2, if
1. E(kDm Xk2L2 ) is finite,
2. or τd ⊂ τd+1 ,
then
lim L∗Hm ,τd = L∗ .

|τd |→∞

Each condition corresponds to a specific proof. Condition 1 uses a general
result from [6] and a more precise version of Theorem 1 (which relates the convergence speed with the L2 norm of the m-order derivative of the functions).
Condition 2 uses the martingale approach proposed in [4] together with Theorem 1 (this generalizes the results from [16]).
4.3

Wrapping up the results

Let us now consider any consistent classification algorithm for standard multivariate data, such as e.g., Support Vector Machines [15] or Multi-Layer Perceptrons [17]. Let us denote φn,τd the classifier obtained with this algorithm on the
n
learning set (Qτd Xiτd , Yi )i=1 . We have the following theorem:
Theorem 2. Under the assumptions of Corollary 2 and any additional assumptions needed by the multivariate algorithm,
lim

lim E (L∗ (φn,τd )) = L∗ .

|τd |→∞ n→+∞

The proof is based on the following steps. First, as Qτd is a one-to-one continn
uous mapping, a consistent classifier on (Qτd Xiτd , Yi )i=1 is also a consistent clasn
τd
sifier on (Xi , Yi )i=1 . As the chosen algorithm is consistent, E (L∗ (φn,τd )) converges with n to L∗τd = inf φ: Rd →{−1,1} P (φ(X τd ) 6= Y ). According to Corollary
bλ ,τ is also one-to-one and bi-continuous.
1, the mapping between X τd and X
τd d
∗
∗
Therefore Lτd = LHm ,τd . Corollary 2 gives the conclusion.
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In addition to being consistent, this scheme is also “derivative based”. Indeed, as shown by Corollary 2
2

2

kQτd (u − v)kR|τd | = kb
uλ,τd − vbλ,τd kHm .

Therefore, a classifier constructed on the Qτd Xiτd compares the underlying functions via the metric induced by the inner product of equation (2), that is mainly
via the m-order derivatives of those functions, up to the boundary conditions. It
gives therefore a theoretical background to the common practice of using derivatives for some spectrometric problems [7, 13, 14] and more generally in functional
data analysis.
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